
24/10/2019

SUNDAY 10 NOVEMBER
18:30 20:30 Registration and welcome cocktail function

Stream 1 Stream 2 Stream 3

MONDAY 11 NOVEMBER
8:00 9:00 Registration
9:00 9:10 Conference opening
9:10 10:00 96 PLENARY -DR IRENE VAN KAMP - Update of the WHO evidence reviews and their implications for policy and research

10:00 10:30 Morning tea

10:30 11:00 94
KEYNOTE - NICK WIMBUSH - Noise in planning and environmental 
impact assessment in Australia

D1-AM2-S1: Policy, regulation & standards D1-AM2-S2: Underwater Acoustics 1

11:00 11:20 17 Colin Tickell - Australian Standard AS 1055: 2018 revision 25
Haiyan Ni - Sediment characterization from acoustic echo-sounding using 
artificial neural networks

11:20 11:40 34
Jeffrey Parnell - The relevance of the 2018 WHO noise guidelines to 
Australasian road traffic noise objectives.

35
Alex Zinoviev - Interchangeability of two existing formulations of sound 
propagation in isothermal surface ducts

11:40 12:00 64 Ben Hinze - Transport noise and property turn-over 36 Alec Duncan - Acoustic propagation in realistic 3D nonlinear internal waves

12:00 12:20 10
Ross Palmer - Noise from amplified entertainment venues and the 
weakness of the Queensland environment protection regulations to 
manage such noise.

6
Adrian Jones - Estimates of coherent leakage of sound from ocean surface 
ducts for first and higher order modes

12:20 12:40 85 Robert Fitzell - Expected ambient noise levels in different land-use-areas 22
Qiannan Hou - Long-range reverberation intensity attenuation characteristics 
in shallow water

12:40 13:30 Lunch

13:30 14:00 72
KEYNOTE - DR STEPHEN MOORE
 Acoustic signature control on maritime platforms

D1-PM1-S1: Environmental noise D1-PM1-S2: Underwater Acoustics 2

14:00 14:20 86 Robert Fitzell - Noise impact and its magnitude 29
Simon Lourey - Investigation of temporal coherence and related issues during 
the littoral continuous active sonar 2016 trial

14:20 14:40 61 Norm Broner - Noise in a big city - is Jerusalem different? 93 Damien Killeen - Acoustic velocity signatures of airguns - preliminary results

14:40 15:00 49
Mark Latimore - Remotely piloted aircraft systems (rpas) noise in an urban 
environment

53
Li Chen - An improved correlation of bubble size distribution with the 
measured acoustic spectrum for a turbulent bubble plume

15:00 15:20 63
Mahbub Sheikh - Acoustic criteria for indiscernibility of an impulsive noise 
event perceived in an outdoor environment – a literature review

98
Nicholas Padfield - Exploring the classification of acoustic transients with 
machine learning

15:20 15:40 31
Tim Procter - The use of probabilistic noise modelling in the design of open 
cut mines

15:40 16:20 Afternoon tea
D1-PM2-S1: Road traffic noise D1-PM2-S2: Underwater Acoustics 3

16:20 16:40 57
John Wassermann - Investigation of uniform and non-uniform traffic 
distribution on road traffic noise prediction for multi-lane roadways

48
Christine Erbe - Signature whistles of indo-pacific bottlenose dolphins 
(tursiops aduncus) in the Fremantle inner harbour, western australia

16:40 17:00 79
Jeffrey Peng - Comparison of equivalent continuous noise levels and day-
evening-night composite noise indicators for assessment of road traffic 
noise

26
Brian S Miller - A passive acoustic survey for marine mammals conducted 
during the 2019 Antarctic voyage on euphausiids and nutrient recycling in 
cetacean hotspots (ENRICH)

17:00 17:20 44
James Mcintosh - Long term acoustic performance of different asphalt 
configurations

82
Douglas Cato - Surface generated underwater noise in open and enclosed 
waters

17:20 17:40 47 Michael Chung - Ronda CPX trailer measurements in Queensland 56
Zhang, Zhi Yong  - Icebergs and storms in the southern ocean as sources of 
low frequency noise along australian southern coasts

19:00 23:00 Conference dinner

PRELIMINARY SESSION SCHEDULE
This program is indicative only and is subject to confirmation by all authors of their registration and attendance

The final program will be provided at the conference
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PRELIMINARY SESSION SCHEDULE
This program is indicative only and is subject to confirmation by all authors of their registration and attendance
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Stream 1 Stream 2 Stream 3

TUESDAY 12 NOVEMBER
8:00 9:00 Registration
9:10 10:00 11 PLENARY - PROF. JIAN KANG - Urban sound planning – a soundscape approach

10:00 10:30 Morning tea

10:30 11:00 4
KEYNOTE - ADJ. PROF. JOHN L. DAVY - Structural connections and the 
sound insulation of cavity walls and double glazing

D2-AM2-S1: Aircraft noise D2-AM2-S2: Building acoustics & vibration D2-AM2-S3: Underwater Acoustics 3

11:00 11:20 65 Ben Hinze - Comparison of flight tracking against ANEF contours 16
Peter Pirozek - The effects of mass-air-mass resonance on the Rw+Ctr 
performance of wall systems.

102 Xia Pan - Investigation of underwater hull radiation due to machine noise

11:20 11:40 42 Clyton Moyo - Assessing the environmental impacts of aircraft noise 97
Andrew Hall - Mass-air-mass resonance cavity suppression using Helmholtz 
resonators

39 Miles Parsons - The sounds of electric ferries

11:40 12:00 41
Belinda Fenner - Competing considerations for aircraft noise monitor 
placements

101
Fabio Loriggiola - Acoustics behaviour of CLT structure: transmission loss, 
impact noise insulation and flanking transmission evaluations

5
Li Peng - Low-frequency underwater acoustics sensitivity calibration in a 
coupler

12:00 12:20 20
Ryan Mckay - Experimental investigation of contra-rotating multi-rotor uav 
propeller noise

27
Hasitha Nayanajith Polwaththe Gallage - Effectiveness of the rubber ball 
compared to the tapping machine as the impact source to measure the impact 
sound insulation properties

12:20 12:40 71
Paul Dylejko - Benchmarking a quasi-steady method for predicting propeller 
unsteady loads

9 Douglas G. Valerio - Building isolation

12:40 13:30 Lunch

13:30 14:00 70
KEYNOTE - DR KYM BURGEMEISTER 
 Acoustic design for the Melbourne Metro Tunnel project

D2-PM1-S1: Rail noise & vibration D2-PM1-S2: Room acoustics 1: Design & methods D2-PM1-S3: Signal Processing

14:00 14:20 68
Philip Setton - The effect of track decay rate on in-carriage noise for soft 
resilient track fixings.

33
Yuxiao Chen - Ray-tracing computer-aided-design tools in auditoria design – 
past and future

21
Binh Nguyen - Tomographic imaging of active sonar echoes using a non-uniform 
FFT technique.

14:20 14:40 78
Peter Karantonis - Ground-borne noise & vibration propagation 
measurements and prediction validations from a railway tunnel project

43
Shuai Lu - Improving shape design of auditoriums with real-time feedback 
based on parametric modeling, simulation and machine learning

30 Chaoying Bao - Use of robust Capon beamformer for extracting audio signals

14:40 15:00 8
Binghui Li - Curving noise from the western australian freight rail network: 
wayside monitoring and mechanism analysis

76
Matthew Ottley - Lateral reflections in the Sydney town hall; preservation of 
room acoustics in a historically significant venue

32
Boaz Suranyi - Cepstral coefficient feature extraction for active sonar 
classification

15:00 15:20 62
Hayden Puckeridge - Comparison of rail noise modelling with cadnaa and 
soundplan

73
Lily Harkom - Using acoustic cameras with 3D modelling to visualise room 
reflections

40
Gareth Capon - Use of a deep convolutional neural network and beamforming 
for localisation and diagnosis of industry noise sources

15:20 16:00 Afternoon tea
D2-PM2-S1: Wind turbine noise D2-PM2-S2: Room acoustics 2: Materials

16:00 16:20 66
Kristy Lee Hansen - Comparison between annoyance due to traffic noise 
and wind farm noise in a non-focused listening test

75 Christian Nocke - 20 years of micro-perforated (transparent) sound absorbers

16:20 16:40 80
Duc Phuc Nguyen - Wind farm infrasound detectability and its effects on 
the perception of wind farm noise amplitude modulation

12
Daniel Castro - Walk-through auralization framework for virtual reality 
environments powered by game engine architectures, part II

16:40 17:40   AGM
18:00 21:30 Twilight 9-hole golf tournament (additional cost, subject to interest)
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Stream 1 Stream 2 Stream 3

WEDNESDAY 13 NOVEMBER
8:00 9:00 Registration

D3-AM1-S1: Cognition & indoor environment D3-AM1-S2: Noise control 1

9:00 9:20 69
Amanda Robinson - Co-teaching in (refurbished) flexible learning spaces: 
promoting quality acoustics for learning and collaboration.

3
Marshall V. Hall - Analytical models of acoustic scattering by an infinite air-
filled steel cylindrical shell in water under plane-wave excitation

9:20 9:40 87
Marion Burgess - Learned helplessness: effect on future performance from 
noise and negative past performance.

14
Jesse Coombs - The effect of hemispherical surface on noise suppression of a 
supersonic jet

9:40 10:00 95
Roderick Mackenzie - Improving speech privacy and acoustic comfort in 
offices

52
Steven De Candia - Modelling the vibro-acoustic behaviour of expansion 
chamber silencers for fluid-filled pipe systems

10:00 10:20 37 Colin Tickell - Restaurant acoustic comfort assessment methods 51
Darryl Mcmahon - Transmission, reflection and energy exchanges for waves in 
finite one-dimensional PT-symmetric periodic structures

10:20 11:00 Morning tea
D3-AM2-S1: Aeroacoustics D3-AM2-S2: Noise control 2

11:00 11:20 13 Jesse Coombs - The influence of flexible tabs on high speed jet noise 50
Michael Hayne - Static insertion loss, transmission loss and noise reduction 
testing of an acoustic louvre

11:20 11:40 60
Graeme Lane - Embedded large eddy simulation method for predicting flow-
induced noise

77
Tim Beresford - Lightweight noise barriers: the real-world effects of panel 
surface mass and absorption on acoustic performance

11:40 12:00 74
Li Chen - Prediction of small-scale rotor noise using a low-fidelity-model-
based framework

23 Frank S.M. Cheung - Innovative traffic noise mitigation

12:00 12:40   Closing ceremony
12:40 14:00   Farewell lunch
14:30   Bus to Melbourne departs
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